
How does it work?

Stretch your muscles and embark upon the ultimate 

multiplayer racer experience. Run on a real track against 

a virtual animal and learn which animals can be beaten 

and which you will never be able to outrun – you will be 

surprised!

1. Ready. Set. Go! – simply step on the starting point to 

start the race

2. Run!

3. See your results & finish line photo

4. But don’t be scared of failing – try again until your 

sportsman gets to the top!

Can you outrun an elephant? Or a camel? Find out with Interactive Race Tunnel, 

the ultimate – crazy - physics-driven four-player sprint.

• Two content options: Edutainment and 

Retailtainment 

• Virtual animals are selected randomly

• Custom content can be added on demand

• Intuitive design for smooth operations

• Completely automatic and does not require an 

operator

• Precise tracking system of all runners

features

visual display systems - media based attractions
dome cinemas - syntouch radar

Race Tunnel is a family-friendly mixed-reality attraction 

for your family entertainment center, retail space, or 

science center. Why not make your venue more engaging, 

exciting, and bring crowd to you?
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1 - ready. set. go! 2 - catch the animal 3 - see your results 4 - try again!

capacity

Interactive Race Tunnel includes a full 15-meter high-

brightness projection, our signature SYNtouch Radar 

tracking system, and professional sound system.

 

The system is made of durable components for 24/7 use 

and is highly automated. It assures a very low fault rate 

and low maintenance cost combined with a long lifetime 

of the attraction.

Interactive Race Tunnel comes with a standard library of 

animals that is updated and enlarged every year. Custom 

content is also available: you can have your mascot or 

favorite animal race too!

try another world
  and keep running!

content

maintenance

space requirement
9m to 15m of projected wall

1m per running lane

3.5m minimum height requirement

Visual Display Systems - Media Based Attractions - Dome Cinemas - SYNtouch RADAR
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